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Abstract. We propose in this paper a new measure called GOF (Group
Outlier Factor) to detect groups outliers. To validate this measure we inte-
grated it in a clustering process using Self-organizing Map. The proposed
approach is based on relative density of each group of data and simultane-
ously provides a partitioning of data and a quantitative indicator (GOF).
The obtained results are very encouraging to continue in this direction.
Keywords: outliers, group outlier, clustering, self-organizing maps.

1 Introduction

An outlier is an observation or a point that is significantly different from the rest
of the data. In data exploration, there is a need to discover not only outliers but
also outlier groups. An outlier group is a small data set considerably isolated
from the rest of the data. Outliers points can be problematic because they may
bias the results, especially for methods based on distances between individuals.
In this paper, we have look at density-based approaches for outlier detection.
The main task is to define pairwise distances between data points and identify
outliers by examining the distance or relative density of each data point to its
local neighbors. The advantage of density-based approaches is that they do
not make any assumption for the generative distribution of the data. Local
Outlier Factor approach [1][6] still the most used density based models. For
each object in the dataset, LOF indicates its degree of outlier-ness. LOF method
compares the local density of an observation with the average density of its k-
nearest neighbors (k-NN ). The traditional local outlier factor [1] is meaningful
and adequate under certain conditions, but not satisfactory for the general case
when clusters of different densities exist. In this direction, the authors of [2]
proposed a self-organizing map approach for spatial outlier detection. Spatial
outliers are abnormal data points, which have significantly distinct non-spatial
attribute values compared with their neighborhood. This method was improved
by [3] in the aim of reducing the size of the data, maintaining topological map
informations and reducing the influence of potential outliers.

In this paper, we develop a new formal definition of group outliers, which
avoids the shortcomings present in traditional approach. The key difference
between our notion and existing notions of outliers is that being outlying is not
associated to only observation. Instead, we assign to each cluster an outlier
factor (GOF: Group Outlier Factor), which is estimated during the learning
phase. This factor is the degree of being outlying associated to cluster. For
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validation, we include this measure in topological maps algorithm. This allows
to learn the data structure while providing a new parameter GOF.

2 Simultaneous clustering and Group Outlier Detection

The proposed approach to perform clustering and cluster relevance is designed
to search simultaneously for the outlier cluster, and the optimal clustering. A
group outlier is a cluster that deviates so much from other clusters. It may be
a group of interest, a group of novelty... etc.

In our approach we use self-organizing maps as clustering algorithm [7]. SOM
is increasingly used as tools for visualization, as they allow projection in small
spaces that are generally two dimensional. Our model consists on a discrete set
C of cells called map. This map has a discrete topology defined by undirected
graph, it is usually a regular grid in 2 dimensions. For each pair of cells (c,r) on
the map, the distance δ(c, r) is defined as the length of the shortest chain linking
cells r and c on the grid. For each cell c this distance defines a neighbor cell. Let
<d be the euclidean data space and D = {xi; i = 1, . . . , N} a set of observations,
where each observation xi = (x1i , x

2
i , ..., x

d
i ) is a vector in <d. In our approach,

each cell c of the grid C is associated with two parameters : a prototype vector
wc = (w1

c , w
2
c ..., w

j
c , ..., w

d
c ) of dimension d and a new parameter GOFc ∈ <

(Group Outlier Factor), which is the cluster degree is being outlying : more the
value is large, more the cluster is probably outlier group. We denote thereafter
W = {wc,wc ∈ Rd}Cc=1 the set of prototypes and by GOF = {GOF1, ..., GOFC}
the set of outlier indicators, where C is the number of cells. Each prototype is
associated for subset of data assigned to the cell c denoted by Pc. The set of the
subsets form a partition P = {P1, ...Pc, ..., PC} of the data set D.

In this paper, we emphasize on density-based observation fc(x) and new
outlier factor. fc(x) is a function used to estimate data density assigned to

cell c. Thus fc(x) is defined as follows: fc(xi) = exp−
‖wc−xi‖

2

2σ2 , where σ is the
standard deviation. In the particular case of topological maps, we propose to
minimize the following cost function:

R(W, φ,GOF ) =
N∑
i=1

C∑
c=1

K(δ(φ(xi), c))‖wc − xi‖2

+

N∑
i=1

C∑
c=1

K(δ(φ(xi), c))

(
GOFc −

∑
xj∈Pc

1
fc(xj)

1
fc(xi)

)2

(1)

where φ assign each observation xi to a single cell of the map. The first term
depends on the parameters W, and φ, which allow to estimate the prototypes.
The second term depends on the cluster outlier factor (GOF ) associated for each
cell. The minimization of R(W, φ,GOF ) is run by iteratively performing three
steps until stabilization. After initialization step of prototype set W and the
associated group outlier factor set GOF , at each training step (t + 1) a sample
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observation xi is randomly chosen from the input data set, and we carry out the
following stage:

1. Competition phase: Assign data xi by using the function

φ(xi) = arg min
1≤j≤C

‖ xi −wj ‖2

2. Adaptation phase:

• Update prototypes wc of each cell c

wc(t) = wc(t− 1)− ε(t)K(δ(φ(xi, c))) (wc(t− 1)− xi)

• Update the values of GOFc associated to each cell c: GOFc(t) =

GOFc(t − 1) − ε(t)K(δ(φ(xi, c)))

(
GOFc(t− 1)−

∑
xj∈Pc

1
fc(xj)

1
fc(xi)

)
Where ε(t) is the step of learning.

3 Experimentation

In this section, with the proposed approach of taking some maximum GOF value
within the range, we show that our idea can be used successfully to identify
cluster outliers, which appear to be meaningful, but cannot be identified by
other methods as LOF method [1]. We used some public dataset [5] modified
with adding more difficulties (see figure 1 ) and synthetical dataset, for which
we show the outlier factors for all cell of map, in order to provide an intuitive
notion of the GOF values computed. Table 1 presents the description of the
synthetic and public dataset and the map size used in the learning phase.

dataset size Map size dataset size Map size
RingModif 1072 14×12 CircleModif 638 13×10
HeptaModif 212 9×8 LsunModif 400 11×9
TargetModif 951 13×12 GolfBallModif 4343 19×17

simulated base 1 160 5×13 simulated base 2 234 3×26
simulated base 3 569 8×15 simulated base 4 402 8×13

Table 1: Dataset description.

In order to select some GOF values, we used an heuristic method called "Scree
Acceleration Test" to detect outliers groups [4]. The basic idea is to display the
curve associated to GOF = (GOF1, GOF2..., GOFc, ..., GOFC) parameters and
find from which there is seems to behave randomly. The number of components
to keep is the number of values preceding this "Scree". Often this "Scree"
appears where the slope of the graphic change radically. Thus we have to process
the following steps:

1. Sort the GOF in descending order. The new ordered is noted GOF =
(GOF 1, GOF 2, ..., GOF j , ..., GOFC);
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2. Compute the first difference dfi = GOF i −GOF i+1;

3. Compute the second difference (acceleration) acci = dfi − dfi+1

4. Find the scree : maxi (abs(acci) + abs(acci+1))

This process allows to select all components located before the abrupt change.
To check visually the results, we project the dataset and the map using PCA.

At this point, we get the same result with the traditional self-organizing maps,
except that we estimate during learning phase a GOF parameter. In figure 1
the GOF value is indicated with color degree (More the color is red, more the
group has a high value of GOF). It is clear for the presented dataset that the
red color corresponds to the isolated cluster with high value of GOF.

(a) RingModif (b) CircleModif (c) GolfBallModif

(d) LsunModif (e) TargetModif (f) Simule1

Fig. 1: GOF-SOM

Clustering evaluation

Table 2 presents the results obtained after applying the “Scree Acceleration
Test” on databases set. Each GOF value selected represents an outlier cell. We
compare the cell selected and the right outlier known, thus for all dataset our al-
gorithm allows to detect the outlier clusters. In the case of simulated database 3,
"Scree Test" has selected five group outliers, where 2 groups are subsets of simu-
lated outlier cluster. The other two groups belong to another cluster and the last
group is the third outlier cluster. To show the interest of detect outliers groups,
we compute the traditional LOF parameter for each database. Particularly for
simulated dataset, we observe that the use of LOF can not detect outliers. This
disadvantage is known because LOF is based on two principles: the distance
between the observation and the density of each observation. Usually in each
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cluster the distances between observation is small and local densities of data
comparing with average densities of their k-NN are relatively equal. Thus, in
the case of simulated bases, LOF values are almost equal for all observations.

Dataset #Known
GO

#GO
selected
with
“Scree
Test“

#GO
selected
without
repeti-
tion

Dataset #Known
GO

#GO
selected
with
“Scree
Test“

#GO
selected
without
repeti-
tion

RingModif 1 1 1 CircleModif 1 1 1
HeptaModif 1 1 1 LsunModif 1 1 1
TargetModif 4 4 4 GolfBallModif 1 1 1
simulated base 1 1 1 1 simulated base 2 2 2 2
simulated base 3 3 5 3 simulated base 4 4 6 4

Table 2: Automatic detection of outliers cells. GO: Cell selected as group outlier
using scree Test. Real GO : Outlier known.

To evaluate the quality of map clustering, we adopt the approach of com-
paring the results to a "ground truth". We use the clustering accuracy, usually
named purity measure and Rand index for measuring the clustering results.
This is a common approach in the general area of data clustering. Table 3 lists
the purity (accuracy) and rand index obtained with GOF-SOM approach and
classical SOM. The analysis of the results confirm that the GOF parameter in-
tegrated on SOM provides equivalent performance in terms of purity index or
rand index. Thus, the introduction of the GOF parameter in the learning phase
does not disrupts the classical operation of SOM. We observe that we reach
similar performance with an additional parameter GOF that allow to quantify
automatically the outlying of groups or clusters.

Databases Purity index Rand index
GOF-SOM SOM GOF-SOM SOM

RingModif 1 1 0.570 0.570
CircleModif 1 1 0.574 0.573
LsunModif 1 1 0.643 0.642
TargetModif 1 1 0.674 0.674
Hepta 1 1 0.899 0.904
GolfBallModif 1 1 0.150 0.150
simulated base 1 1 1 0.139 0.137
simulated base 2 1 1 0.262 0.256
simulated base 3 1 1 0.675 0.668
simulated base 4 1 1 0.783 0.768

Table 3: Comparison between GOF-SOM and SOM.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

Finding outliers is an important task for many applications. Existing proposals
consider being an outlier only for observation. In this paper we show that it
is meaningful to consider being an outlier as the degree to which the cluster is
isolated from its neighborhood. Thus we introduce a new notion named GOF
(Group Outlier Factor), which measure the cluster degree of being outlying. A
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series of experiments were conducted to validate the proposed method by inte-
grating GOF parameter on Self-Organizing Map. Experimental results demon-
strate that our heuristic is promising and identify meaningful outlier-clusters
that previous approaches cannot find as the well known LOF. There are many
perspectives to study after this results. The first consists on further improving
the performance of GOF computation. Second we will use GOF parameter more
tightly with clustering in order to use it for novelty detection.
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